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Baruch Spinoza was an important philosopher in his own right
and some of the lesser known works, or lesser studied works
don't get as much attention as his.

Learn more about Spinoza's life and work. Benedict de Spinoza,
Hebrew forename Baruch, Latin forename Benedictus, Portuguese
Bento de.

The young Spinoza, given the name Baruch, was educated in his
to the Geometric Method by Benedict de Spinoza of Amsterdam.
year of his life to writing a work of political philosophy,
his Political Treatise.
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This involves its coming to be, the changes it undergoes
within its environment, and its eventual destruction. Although
most of the discussion concerns Judaism and the Hebrew Bible
Old TestamentSpinoza also briefly indicates that Christian
ceremonial law is also historically determined and therefore
not binding on the modern believer.
NotbychancewerethephilosophicalworksofbothDescartesandSpinozadeve
It was out of this experimentation that the idea arose for a
fully geometric presentation of his thought. One year earlier
the political leaders of the Netherlands, Johan De Witt and
his brother Cornelius, who had been accused of conspiring
against the young prince of Orange, William IIIhad been torn
apart by an angry mob. Little is known about Spinoza's
activities in the years immediately following his
excommunication. ThePhilosophyofBaruchSpinoza.Spinoza
expresses this by saying that each mode has an innate striving
conatus to persevere in. In opposition to what he saw as a
tendency on the part of previous philosophers to treat humans
as exceptions to the natural order, Spinoza proposes to treat
them as subject to the same laws and causal determinants as
everything .
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